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There is no such thing as a sick building - just sick people. But what is
it about some working environments that brings on symptoms of
illness? ls it puraly a physical issue, or is distress brought on by

psychological pressure? ln this special 11 page- feature we examine
some causes and effects of building related sickness. We look at why
certain people may be susceptible and how buildings can be improved

to cope with allergic reactions. We also analyse other reasons for
unhappiness with a work environment - is aromatherapy

really good for you? To begin, recent research by the BSRIA
reveals the nature of the problem.

air quality'. The study adopted the form
of a survey to analyse commercial oppor-
tunities in building services arising out of
the growing awareness of the importance
of indoor air quality in the design and
operation of commercial buildings.

The study also serves as a useful insight
into attitudes towards indoor âir quality
among a cross section of groups, including
developers and letting agents, building
services consulting engineers and building
ownersandoperatorsr.

In practice, respondents to the
research suwey were asked how impor-
tant they considered indoor air quality to
be in determining the presence of building
related sickness, defined for the purposes
of the study as the detrimental effect of the
indoor envi¡onment of a building on its
occupants. In a11,707" of the sample said
that it was 'very important', and an addi-
tional26% said'important'.

The symptoms that building occupiers
associated with buildiug related sickness
are shown in figure 1. It is clear that
headaches are the most common symp-
tom, although mental fatigue, dry skin/
itching and nausea./dizziness are all very
significant.

Sources of contamination
The sources of indoor air contamination
that were identified by respondents illus-
trate the broad nature of the problem
faced by all those concerned with the de-
sign, construction and operation of com-
mercial buildings (figure 2), Smoking is
obviously a major potenrial source of con-
tamination, but an increasing number of
companies are either banning smoking

altogether or intíoducing no smoking
zones in offices.

Materials and furnishings register the
highest level of spontaneous awareness;
these can be major sources of formaldehy-
de vapour, and are present in the build-
ing envelope, mechanical systems and
interior finishes.

They will undoubtedly receive atten-
tion in the future from regulatory or even
legislative bodies, particularly with regard
to what is deemed to be an acceptable or
unacceptable level of formaldehyde emis-
sions.

Causes of poor indoor air quality
The study also investigated respondents'
views on the causes of deteriorating in-
door air quality in the operation of com-
mercial buildings. A wide variety of
causes \ryere cited. The predominant ones
can be ranked in order of perceived im-
portance, as follows:
E insufficient fresh air;
C poor standards of maintenance;
tr poor building design;
O inadequate air filtration;
I lack of humidity control;
û lack of air movement.

Not surprisingly, perhaps, opinions on
the actual causes varied among respon-
dent groups. For example, developers
and letting agents said the activity or in-
activity of occupiers could cause prob-
lems. Common among these were poor
maintenance control and failure to
appreciate the need for good air flow and
circulation when planning and fitting-out
the internal accommodation of buildings.
The last point is chiefly concerned with
overcrowding and obstructive internal
partitioning.

Building owners and operators gene-
rally agreed that fresh air is a fun-
damental determinant of indoor air qual-
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Figure 1: SYmPloms associatad with sbE. Figure 2: Sources of indoor air contamination'

lieves that there is a substantial market

opportunitY in this area.

ences for either system among atry tyPe

fan coils could be desi¡able'

Vlike Cuell is a senror marketrng resêarcher al the BSRIA

Mites, asthma and fresh air

by Donald MclntYre

sensoni, in particular the capability of.re-
sponding to changes in fresh air requtre-
ments that would lead to improved ener-

ease at some point in their lives' It is a

i-" .U.isv' 'ie an inappropriate and

l-u.tnfof tJtpoot" by the body's immune

;y.-". to á lnot ätly) harmless subst-

ance.
The disease is no

drugs; in 1989, the N
in this sector' rePres

drug budget.
the disease is
Ë; th" sufÏerer. Medical opinion is now

moving towards prevention rather tnan

.ùi", ãt¿ allergeì eradication or avoi-

dance is increasingly being seen as an

ãr*"riti lart of 
-the management of

asthma.

The causative agent
fit. .tt ., of hõuse dust in triggering

"titttati. 
symptoms has long been recog-

¡'ää,î', ìí i' ãnrY in .n" tîT 
l::"aff:ffi:

t mite.
abits mattresses' soft

furnishings and carPets' Its primary sour

ce of fooã is flakes of human skln' wnlcr
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More than turo milllon
people in the UK are
dlagnoted asthmatics.
What they don't need
la an armY of dust
mites adding to their
troublos. Donald
Mclntyre looks at a
new ventilation
method that could
stop tho bugs in their
tracks.

gy etficiency. However, the consultants
interviewed pointed out that develop-
ments in air quality sensors need to go
beyond the mixed gas equipment curent-
ly available - indeed the BSRIA be-
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form the main constituent of household
dust. The allergen that causes asthma is
known as der P 1, and is contained in the
mites'faecal pellets.

If vacuum cleaning is used to eradicate
the pellets, their small size and brittleness
means it is essential to use a cleaner with
a high quality filter capable of retaining
sub-micron particles. But vacuum clean-
ing alone is ineffective in eliminating live
mites, since they attach themselves firmly
ro their home by sucker-like devices at the
tips of their legs.

Continuous ventilation
Several methods have been proposed for
controlling the mite population. One of
these is the use of continuous ventilation
to reduce household humidiry and thus
subdue the mites.

Low humidities have been shown to
reduce mite populations,
both by causing dehydration
in the mites themselves and
also by affecting the di-
gestibility of their food sup-
ply - they live in an en-
vi¡onment without liquid
water, and moisture balance
with the atmosphere is critical
to their survival.

Several ecological studies
have demonstrated the rela-
tion between atmospheric
humidity and the abundance
of house dust mites; in gene-
ral, houses which are
damper have more mites.
However, 'damp and dry'

. ventilation methods

The house dust mite, found in mattress€s, carpets and soft furnishings, is the sourc¡ 6¡ ¡sus¿
dust related asthmatlc symptoms.

conditions alone are hardly sufficient de-
sign targets for euvironmental control.

After surveying the evidence, a World
Health Organisation (WHO) working
party on mite ecology concluded that an
absolute humidity below 7 glkg will not
support the growth of mite populations.
This corresponds to a relative humidity of
45To at27"C.

The prevalence of condensation in this
country shows that houses in the UK are
often damp and underventilated. Indoor
humidity, measured in absolute terms of
Srams of moisture per kilogram of dry air,
will virtually always be higher than that
outdoors, mainly due to the internal prod-
uction of moisture by everyday activities.
Indoor humidity may 'theiefore 

be
lcrvered by ventiläting with drier, external
al r.
BUtLDING sERVtcES MARcH 1993

Examination of weather records for
Kew in London shows that the outside
þ'midity in winter, when the air is cold,
remains below 7 g/kg for several motrths.
During this period, it will be possible to
reduce the indoor humidity below the
limit value by ventilation. The corollary is
that, during the warmer summer months,
the outdoor humidity is mainly above 7 g/
kg, and no amount of ventilation can re-
duce the indoor absolute humidity below
this value.

Maintenance of ventilation during the
winter can therefore reduce indoor humi-
dities, and should reduce house dust mite
numbers. However, for most people there
is an understandable reluctance to main-
tain ventilation rates in cold weather be-
cause of the associated heat loss and the
possibility of uncomfortable draughts.

Ventilation and heat recovery
The use of mechanical ventilation with
heat recovery (mvhr) provides a satisfac-

'lory and practical solution. EA T€+
nology has been involved rith its uce h
all-electric, low energy houres for sercal
years, aud has confirmed tbe abilitycfÉe
systems to provide effective, wholeåøe
ventilation with low energy cons¡ry
tion.

- The pioueering work rdantg tbe se
of mvhr for house dust míæ control las
been carried out in Denrøk. Rese?úcä
shows that the use of venilation in Ée
critical winter months q.r reduce Ëe
humidity long enough to q¡t down Ée
mite population so that it do€s not hãre
time to recover during the $arm and mcÉr
summer. The use of mvbr is stressc¿
rather than simply installilt a better r'Éã-
tilation system.

The continuous nature rr( mvhr is iÞ
portaût in maintaining rer4uired cood-
tions; short duration airing lrill be ins.ñ-
cient to remove moisturÉ held in fø-
nishings. Also, a reliance on windoc¡
opening will not ensure adequate venda-

Á
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tion during cold weather, when outside
air is at its driest.

Pilot survey
There are, of course, differences between
the UK and Denmark in terms of both
ctimate and house construction. Hence,
EA Technology and the Building
Research Establishment collaborated in a

pulation.
0 houses was
lion 2000 is a

specification for an all-electric low energy
hbuse, which is required to be fitted with
mvhr. The houses were situated in south
Wales, each one being visited twice, at the
beginning and end ofFebruary 1992.

On the firstvisit a simple questionnaire
about the house was administered and
dust samples taken from three sites: living
room floor, bedroom floor aud main bed-
room mattress. A small data logger was
left in the main bedroom to record temp-
erature and humidity.

On the second visit, further dust'sam-

are expressed as mites per 100 mg of dust,
after coarse material had been completely
removed by sieving.

Test results
MVHR systerr are designed to be used
on a continuous basis, 24 h Pet daY.
However, in our sample of eight houses,

24 hventilation.
It was found that the mean bedroom air

temPeratures were similar in the two
groúps, but úat the humidity was signi-
ficantly lower in the ventilated houses.
Dust mite concentrations varied from zero
to over 1000 mites per 100 mg of dust'
However, there was consistency between
measurements taken on the same site with
a one month interval between samples,
implying that the sampling and analysis
methods were satisfactory.

The most consistent samPles were

24

Figure f : Comparison of m¡t€ concentrations
in ventilated and non-v€nt¡lated bedrooms.

Further research
The study confirmed the expectation that
the use of mvhr would reduce the house

dust mite population, and in fact reduced
it to a leve[ with a low qisk of causing

asthma.
However, the exPeriment u/as de-

signed as a pilot survey; the samPle is too
small and the duration of measurement
too restricted for the results to stand by
themselves without confirmatioû. Further
work is needed to relate required ventila-
tion rates to climate and household
habits, and to confirm the reduction in
mite nirmbers in a larger samPle of
houses.

It would be desirable to take the work
a stage further and measure both allergen
leveß in houses and clinical symptoms in
asthmatic occuPants to demonstrate that
ventilation will actually benefit sufferers.

Nevertheless, the study is very en-

couraging and gives further weight to the
evidence accruing from other countries
supporting the use of mvh¡ in the preven-
tion of asthma.

Or Donald Mclntyro ¡s t€chnologY group manager, dom€st¡c
build¡ng &sysþms div¡sion al EA fechnology, Capenhurst'

those taken from the bedroom carPet.
These showed substantial differences in
mite concentration between the test and
control samples (figure 1).

Following conventional practice, the
concentrations are shown as a logarithmic
t¡ansform. The geometric mean concetr-
tration in the test (continuously venti-
lated) bedrooms was 9'4 mites per 100 mg
dust, while in the control (non-ventilated)
group the mean'was 144 miteV100 mg.
This difference is highly significant on

into context, the
ests that a mite
100 mg dust pro-

duced a low risk of causing sensitisation.
At the other end of the range, 100 mites/

d as the level which
ntlY increased likeli-
asthma attack in an

already sensitised Patient.

The toxic zone
by John Parker

Airborne
contam¡nant3 aro
lncreasing in number
wlthin the lndoor
environment' John
Parkertakes a look at
the cau¡es and
culprits, and euggests
solutione for control.

t has been estimated that
the average person spends
between 80-90% of their

time inside buildings. This
means that, most of the

time, we are subject to an artificial en-
vironment, one that is modified by the
enclosed space of the building.

Some indoor environments are more

artificial than others and, unfairly or not'
fully-sealed buildings with ducted air sys-

tems are often considered as the worst
casescenario.

One thing about artificial environ-
ments is certáin; in the course of energy

conservation, buildings are becoming bet-
ter insulated and sealed. Regulation has

caused a dramatic reduction in building
design heat losses during the last 30 years,

hence infiltrationrates have fallen.
To complicate matters, a far greater

number of contaminating Products are

sult of this is that the average concentra-

tion of the various pollutants in indoor
airhas substantiallY increased.

BUILOING SEBVICES MARCH 1993
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. sources of air pollution

Formaldehyde is a colourless gas with
a pungent smell. Most people can detect
rt at concentrations well belów 1 ppm, and
respi¡atory irritation can occur at concen-
trations from 0.1 to >5 ppm.

- . Emission from uf fbäm insulation is
highest when it is new, and reduces with
age.. flowever, the high temperatures
wh¡ch can occur within a wall whén the sun
is shining on it can cause the foam to in_
c¡ease its degradation rate, releasing
more gas.

Figure 1: Flow diagram showing the various hermful contaminants present in indoor air,including particu lates, gaseslvapours and m icrobes.

the funghi brought immediate relief.
Gases and vapours form an exceptio-

nally large group of compounds and
many arise f¡om the vaporisation of sol-
vents in resin, bonded chipboard and
furniture, cleaning , tobacco
smoke and 1).

These can be detached by
Arnong those subst-

Ð
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Building related sickness

. sources of air Pollution

Remedies for recovery
by Dr Keith Eaton and Basil J Owen

often hard to avoid other people's smoke'

It is also becoming increasingly evident
that passive smoking can enhance asthma

symPtoms.

A simple example
A[ theìe compounds are commonlv found
in indoor air, and as a test the BSRIA was

commissioned to take some photographs
of air inside one of their own offices.

The office overlooked the main road
and was occupied by a smoker, although
that person wàs out as much as he was in.

A sniffer device sampled the air, which
was drawn through a very fine filter paper'

Magnified a ferv thousand times, the filter
revèals that the sniffer device picked up a

in dia-
, com-
hlorine
articles

of calcium carbonate and clay - probably
from outside. Other particles included
lead (probably from car exhaust) and
sodiuni chloride, the likely source of this

Recent research has shown that, when the
floating the
pollenb cen-

tration Y as

much as 50 times.
Starch is also a major factor in house

dust mite populations' House dust mites
feed on flákés of human skin, and when
humidity levels reach about 50% rh, the
flakes dèvelop a yeast-like mould which
makes them soft, juicy and thus a great
dust mite delicacy,

The dust mites eat the skin and then
excrete hard faecal pellets. These contain
the starch which, when inhaled, can trig-
ger asthmatic reactions.

It is clear that indoor air contains many
contaminants, and better sealed buildings
mean that concentrations of them are in-
creasing, many of which can trigger
asthmatic reactions. However, control
and reduction may be possible, for exam-
ple by dilution, filtration and restricting' the growth of organic particles as a result
of humidity conrrol.

Building related
sickness is avoidable
if services designers
take the right stePs.
Dr Keith Eaton and
Basil J Owen report
on how a fresh
approach to designing
an office building has
reduced illness in the
workforce,

different approaches were used, a close

working colôPeration was created' at the

end of which conclusions were unanlmous

and recommendations jointly made'
At the time of this investigation a

second linked building was being com-

oleted. and commissioning took place

àurine the period in which we were in-
volveã. Thè lessons iearned from our
ongoing investigation were applied during

thJcorñmissioning of the second building'
which was opened and occupied rvhile we

were on slte.

The investigations
All afflicteditaff were offered the follorv-

allergy history and a programme of. re-

Ievañí skin 
-tests to assess inhalant

allergens, and an extract of dust f¡om the

skin tests, and 11 out of the 28 had positive

hyperventilation questionnaires'

a new build-
of a multi-

å..i"ffJ:?:
ing takes place on site, which itself houses

ad-ministràtion, customer service/support
and engineeringsewices.

îri UuitOing was comPleted in mid-
1989 and is a steel frame, three-storey

February1990.

and analysts and an allergist to try and

resolve the problem.
This mix resulted in an unusual

opportunity for engineers and medical
pèisonnel io work togettter and, although

Park€r is €nvironm€ntal manag€r with South€rn
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unacceptable, nor \¡r'ere relative humi_
dities.

accepted standards for C02 concentration
were never exceeded.

A survey of the results showed that rh

No significant conelation between
CO2 concentrations and tempetature/rh
measurements was found. Total volatile

Volatil
The m of thesuwey ic com_pounds to show
very significant t"rends, both in relation to
concentrations correlated with illness (fi_
gure 1) and to the number and varietv of

occupied areas or within the fan coil units
which then introduced rhem to the occu_
pied space.

Aìl genera cultured were common ones

SERVICES MAFCH 1993
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substances found (table 1).
A number of these vocs have a Parti-

cular significance for the humans working
in the buildi¡gs. They are substances for
which man has no metabolic requirement,
and indeed we cannot use them within the
body. Nevertheless, because they are
organic they will enter our systems and
thus need to be eliminated.

In biological teÍns, they are named
xenobiotics and undergo a process of
modification in the liver to facilitate ex-
cretion. The ability people have to suc-
cessfully transform this process depends
upon their nutritional state, their pre-
existing levels of xenobiotics and their
allergic status.

Possible remedÍes
Our initial approaches were to improve
the function of the h&v plant. Subse-
quently, we were able to show that when
it was run continuously, including week-
ends when the building was unoccupied,
symptoms were markedly reduced.
However, it had not been designed for this
pattern of use, and alternatives had to be
sought to provide a solution.

A no-smoking policy was agreed by the
workforce, together with a more rigorous
cleaning policy and steam cleaning of
carpets. The employee density in the most
affected areas was also reduced,

In parallel, affected people were in-
formed about the causes and effects of
the condition, and were counselled by a

dietician on improving the nutritional
value of their diets. Where apPropriate,
hyperventilation retraining was given, as

was advice on the management of concur-
rent allergic probiems.

The response to these measures was

excellent. Of the original 30 people
affected, one patient with a pre-existing
chronic viral fatigue syndrome was trans-
ferred to work in another building and
another left to work for the company ove¡-
seas. The remaininq 28 were all able to
remain within the building with symptoms
either absent or so ¡educed that they con-
sidered their problems to be insigni-
ficant.

Lessons for new build
At the same time the adjoining building
was being commissioned, steps were
taken to reduce the likely contamination
levels generated by this process.

First, the building was designated a no-
smoking area. Extra steps were taken to

minimise and cont¡ol dust generation dur-
ing buiìding and installation work.

Fittings and furnishings in modern
buildings are increasingly using plastics,
grp and chipboard materials which involve
considerable amounts of vocs in their
manufacture. ìvlodern carpets are often
nylon-bound and foam-backed, bonded to
screeding or vinyl-based coverings.

A]l of these can be sourced from manu-
facturefs- who take steps to reduce the
chemical emissions. This can be by alter-
native manufacturing processes or bv
storage for some months before sale -
this allows natural orfgassing to reduce the
amount of chemicals released in use.

Manufacturers will rarelv volunteer
this sort of inlbrmation: it has to be

sought, and this requires a definite poticy
to be instigated and rigorously followed
from an early stage in the project by
clients, architects, builders and engineers
(see Action points).

When commissioning a building, care

should be taken regarding the consider-
able volume of vocs present in the struc-
ture which will be released during occu-
pancy, These can be cleared faster if the
h&v system is run continuously during the
early stages.

It is also desirable to undertake an

appropriate programme of investigation
to ensure that results have been obtained,
and to determine at what stage the h&v
plant can be allowed to revert to intermit-
tent operati

By these
a high degr
satisfaction
given sickness

absen n and the

loss o ther, less

challenging work.
The-cost of all this is not inconsider-

able, and should be brought into the

equation before any authority decides that

suih a programme is too expensive to be

considered.
allergrst at thê Princsss

BasilOwen is head of
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Figure 1: Scatter graph of concentrations of total volatile organic compounds against incidences
of ill health of employees at Building One.

7

Dr Kerth Eaton ¡s a consultant
Margaret Hospital, Sw¡ndon.
occupational hygiene at Clayton Environmentál Consultanls,

It is ìntended that a detailed r€pon on this work wil¡ be

published ¡n lhe near luture.

BUILDING SERVICES MARCH 1993
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Aromatherapy: heaven scent?
by Jane Thurnell-Read

Jane Thurnell-Read
explains why
aromatherapy may be
a dangerous
technique to use in
air conditioning
3ystems.

o aromatherapy

A brochure from th6 Kajima Corporation of
Japan describing the arometherapy t6chnique.

t is recorded that, at a din_
ner in the mid 19th cenr-

i
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I
i
t
I
I
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E
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successfully that of a lavender ñeld or
orangegrove, etc. "

could have 
.consequences disproportion_

atetotheaction, a._

mulating and uplifting, whereas the base

ers and por pourri, which have.recentry 
appropriatelv 

"to"til,î";uîlårJ"lo
gained tremendouslv in.popularity, con'- situationwheredif-tain these synthetics ratl"ritran túå i*1
essentialoilid,r"to"ãrt.oo.iderations. througrrout th" auy "..offi.ff" ,rü"":

tion. Arriving at ivork iu thã morning, a ,

persou may benefit from a combination of
largelytop trote oilsforstimulation.

During the mornins, faced with a dif-
ficult inten'iew in whiîh tact and, diplo-
macy \¡,ere important, a combination
with more middle notes would be
appropriate. After lunch, the stimulation
of a top note combination would come to
the fore again, whereas at the end of the
day lots of base notes to help the switching
off and unwinding process would be pre-
ferable. This would involve individual
control of aroma delivery, which is not

-^Jhe..J.apanese news item in the June 
*Ëït*tfiiL::ïi;T1x"J,*iå'ro 

o"
1992 edition of. Building Services indicates
that blanket treatment of a workforce to
control their activities is in use, but intro_
duction of a random aroma to buildings

29
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Organisations are now placing greater
'demands on their buildings; they are using
them more intensively over longer time
periods, and for wider ranges of activities.
Buildings are also becoming more com-
ple.r spatially, technically and behavio-
urally. All this adds up to a greater like-
lihood that more and more requests for
change wili be made by the occupants.

This-process is broadly illustrated in
figure 1.'. A measured variable, say temp-
erature, gradually increases but stays
wirhin the dissatisfaction threshold until
poiut 1. Here, the individual perceives dis-
comfort and must decide: "Do I act now
to alleviate the discomfort or not?"
Notice, by the way, that the setting of the
threshold will vary for differenr people in
dirferent situations, and may adjust \rhen
any action is taken.

l hey
will de_
vice the
cn¡cial moment; if the building systems
can support the request and bring the
measured variable quickly back within the
comfort threshold - with the individual
immediately perceiving that the change
has happened to rheir binefit - then thèy
wül probably be satisfied.

A rapid perceived reaction may also' 
_help to- wiâen the person's tolérance

''r. threshold in the future, thus the next time

Figure l: Control
behaviours and
¡espons€ times, Note
that th€ meEsurod
va¡iable can be êither
analogue, like aír
temp€ratu¡e or
discontinuous llke
draug hts.

take a longer time to respond when con_
ditions become uncomfortable.

Although the air conditioned buildine
may be better in terms of the measureã
conditions, it runs outside the dissatisfac_
tion threshold for a longer period com_
pared with the naturally-ventilated
building, and so is perceived as beine
more uncomfortable overall (figure 2)2. -

These observations appear to reíniorce
the points made by
ing Services, July !
dictions of thermal
controlled conditions in comfort cham-
bers seemingly over-predict temper_
atures thar people find comfortablê in
reality. As our everyday experiencæ tells
us, comfort depends on contexts and qir-
cumstances.

The reason why people appear to set
temperatures lower at home than in the
office is not because they are paþg the
bills, but because their natuàilv-
ventilated homes are much more cotrtroil-
able. They can set the temperatures clos-
er to their own preferences, and the con-
trol systems act quicker when conditions
do become uncomfortable.

However, people in offices mrst obser-
ve the norms and preferences of workins
groups and colleagues. Not only does thii
render decision-making more difficult if
several people are involved (especially in
open-plan areas), it also sacrifices the
comfort of the majority to the wishes of a
minority - the least comfortable or the
most dominant personality, perhaps. It

o the role of management

Figure 2: Control
behaviours and
response times in
naturally-vent¡lated
and
air-conditioned office
buildings.

Adrian Leanä tstiamg¡ng directorof Building Use Studies.

ger for peopie to reach a
longer for the system to
state required once a decí-

Simple lessons
Achieving rapid response in buildings is

neglected - the coutrol systems and their
human interfaces.

Adopting this approach brings consid-
erable benefib; people are happier with

more marngeable. It's as simple as that!

1r€quest is considered the individual may
,. . 

delay acrion, knowing that rhe building-- systems can respondif needs be.

-. ment system.

The advantage of manual controls
All this helps to explain why people often
l..m to prefer naturally-venrilated build-
ugs to air conditioned ones, even though
lhe measured conditions in the latter aie,- better.
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